Abstract. This paper describes object recognition under various lighting conditions for a robot which finds a user-specified object and brings it to the user. The system first constructs object models under a known lighting condition. Because the lighting condition in model construction is different from that in object recognition, the system needs to transform the model's color for the current lighting condition. The system estimates color transformation by using only one observed color of a reference object. Last the system tries to recognize a user-specified object based on the estimated lighting condition. When the system fails in recognition, it tries again by using the user's advice. Experiments using real-world refrigerator scenes are shown.
Introduction
This paper describes object recognition under various lighting conditions for a service robot which finds a user-specified object and bring it to the user. Nowadays, many service robots using vision are developed such as a robot which brings daily objects [1] and a robot which recognizes apples and books through verbal and gestural interaction [2] . For the vision-based service robots, adaptation to the change of lighting conditions is one of important problems.
There are a variety of researches on color constancy using surface reflectance of objects. Nadimi et al. [5] apply it to shadow detection for moving object based on the fact that shadow regions and illuminated regions have the same surface reflectance.
In addition, problems of color constancy are treated as those of color transformation for different lighting conditions. There are two representative methods for color transformation : gray world and white world. Gray world algorithm [3] assumes that the average reflectance of all the surfaces in a scene is gray. White world algorithm [4] assumes that the brightest pixel corresponds to a scene point with maximum reflectance.
Other methods use color models based on the physics-based light reflection model. Some researchers propose linear color transformation [6] and diagonal color transformation (independent transformation of each RGB channel), which are derived from the physics-based color model. Drew et al. [8] propose a voting scheme with pairs of colors of corresponding features to get candidates of diagonal color transformation.
On the other hand, there are statistics-based approaches to this problem. Miller et al. [9] propose a method of non-linear color transformation using color eigenflows learned from multiple pairs of images of a same scene under different lighting conditions. These two methods [8] , [9] need multiple pairs of reference colors for estimating color transformation. It is however difficult for the robot vision system to get multiple reference colors in unknown lighting conditions.
Our method needs only one reference color for estimating color transformation. The relation between color transformation and the reference color is formulated with the physics-based color model. In learning step, parameters for color transformation are estimated using an observed color of an object and the reference object under various lighting conditions. In object recognition, the system observes a color of the reference object and estimates color transformation with the learned parameters.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe construction of object models. In section 3, we first introduce a physics-based color model and formulize relation between color transformation and the reference color, and then we describe a learning method of them. In section 4, we briefly describe automatic recognition and interactive recognition. We show experiments of color transformation using objects in a real-life refrigerator in section 5 and give a conclusion of this paper in section 6. Note that manipulation of the objects is described in [10] .
Construction of Object Models

Model Features and Projected Image
Features of our object models consist of the actual size of the object, representative colors, and secondary features such as the color, the position, and the size of uniform color regions other than regions of representative color. Because the object model should contain enough features to recognize it from any directions, we use an image made by projecting the surface texture of the object into a rectangle plane, which we call projected image. The projected image is constructed approximately in the following steps: (1) taking images of the object from each direction (see Fig. 1(a) ), (2) extracting each object piece image (see Fig. 1(b) ), and (3) merging adjacent object piece images by image mosaicing (see Fig. 1(c) ).
Extraction of Model Features
The system first segments the projected image into uniform color regions [11] (see Fig.  1(d) ). For each viewing direction, the system reconstructs an object piece image of the uniform color regions and extracts the color of the largest region as the representative color. Then, the system selects the region with the most different color from the representative color as the region of the secondary feature. More detail model construction is described in [12] . 
where λ is wavelength of light, F i´λ µ is spectral response of the camera to the ith component of the color, S O´λ µ is spectral distribution of a surface reflectance of O and E L is spectral distribution of a received light under L. In addition, there is a well-known assumption called finite-dimensional linear model [13] [14]: these distributions can be written as weighted linear combinations of basis functions. We make the assumption and express these distributions as
where F i j´λ µ, S k´λ µ, and E l´λ µ are basis functions for F i´λ µ, S O´λ µ, and E L´λ µ respectively, f i j , s O k , and e L l are weights for each basis function, and n F , n S , and n L are the numbers of basis functions. Substituting eq. (2) to eq. (1), we obtain
where f ikl 
Supposing n S 3, we obtain linear color transformation from eqs.
Color Estimation under Unknown Lighting Condition
In order to estimate the color c OL of a target object O under an unknown lighting condition L in object recognition, we use a color of a reference object O r (the refrigerator's door or frame in this case). Fig. 2 
At last, we obtain c OL from eqs. (3), (8), and (10) as
where each α im j is a parameter for color transformation estimation and is equal to The former means the color of target object is transformed linearly with transformation matrix A´c r ; αµ and the latter means each component of the transformation matrix A´c r ; αµ is written as a linear combination of the observed color c r of the reference object.
Actually, the light e OL illuminating target objects is different from e O r L illuminating the reference object in object recognition. While the reference object is illuminated only by external light, the target object is illuminated by both external light and constant internal light such as a lamp in the refrigerator. With eq. (10) (14) where e L ext is the external light and e L int is the constant internal light. Substituting e OL for e L in eq. (3), the color transformation includes the constant terms. In addition, the observed colors are modified by gamma compensation and contrast compensation. Considering them, we add constant terms to the eqs. (12) and (13) Moreover, the observed color is dependent on inter reflection of objects, the shadows of objects, and the position in the refrigerator. we regard however these local effects as small and neglect them.
Learning of Parameters for color transformation estimation
In order to learn the parameters α, more than 16 pairs of c m c o , and c r are necessary . Because this color transformation includes errors in fact, the parameters should be calculated by the least square method. The error δ under the lighting conditions in object recognition and an objective function S O to minimize are as follows. 
where N is the number of objects, n i is the number of observation values for each object i. 
In addition, because errors of low-reflectance objects are less than those of high-reflectance objects, we use Mahalanobis distance for normalization of the errors. At last, we obtain the parameters α by minimizing the following objective function.
where Σ i is a covariance matrix of color transformation error for each i, which is calculated as Σ i 1 n i µ ∑ 
Automatic object recognition
A procedure of automatic recognition of a user-specified object contains 5 steps: (1) extraction of the refrigerator, (2) color transformation of models, (3) extraction of candidate regions for objects, (4) determination of object types (can, bottle, or PET bottle), and (5) matching of the extracted regions to the model. In step (1), the system extracts the edge lines of the refrigerator region by Hough transformation (see Fig. 4(b) ). The system also calculates the average color c r of the extracted refrigerator's door (see Fig.4(b) ) and uses it for color transformation estimation in eq. (13) . Fig. 4 shows an example of object recognition from step (3) to (5). The user specifies a left-top yellow can (grapefruit juice) in this example. The system first extracts candidate regions with the representative color (see Fig. 4(b) ) and determines can's regions by checking the size of regions and edges around them (see Fig. 4(c) ). Though a right-bottom yellow can (lemon tea) is also extracted at this stage, the system recognizes the left-top can as the specified object by checking secondary features (see Fig.  4(d) ). More detail recognition methods and results are described in [12] .
Interactive object recognition
When the system fails in automatic recognition, it uses dialogues with the user via speech to obtain additional information. For example, when the color of the target object is shifted due to the change of the lighting condition, the system may not extract candidate regions (see Fig. 5(b) ). Then, the system asks the user the approximate position of the object. Next, the system extends the range of the representative color by considering possible changes of lighting conditions and tries again to extract candidate regions in the given position (see Fig. 5(c) ). Finally, the system recognizes the target object (see Fig. 5(d) ). More detail dialogue cases and interactive recognition methods are described in [15] . 
Experiments
We made an experiment on color transformation with 3 kinds of refrigerators. We use both pocket scenes and inside scenes as shown Fig. 6 , so we use total 6 types of scenes in this experiment. First, we take images under various lighting conditions. Next, we randomly choose objects in the images as a learning set and assign the others as an test set. Second, for the learning set, we extract pairs of observed color c o of a target object and c r of the reference object (refrigerator's door or frame) and store those pairs together with the color c m of a corresponding original object model. Next the system learns the parameters α for color transformation estimation with those color pairs. Last the system tries to extract object regions from images of the test set. We compared our method with the diagonal transformation [7] . In the diagonal transformation, each component of the transformation matrix A is calculated only with a pair of the color c rm of the reference object in model construction and its observed color c r in object recognition as A ii c r i c rm i . Table 1 shows the results of the experiments. In both methods, most of the objects are extracted by automatic recognition or interactive recognition with extension of color range (see 4.2). However, the success rates of automatic recognition in our method are higher than that in the diagonal transformation. Moreover, our method works well for both white reference objects and colored reference objects such as a light green door (a) or a light yellow frame (d). 
Conclusion
We proposed a method for estimating color transformation in object recognition under various lighting conditions only with one observed color of the reference object based on the physics-based color model. The parameters for color transformation estimation are calculated by the minimization of sum of Mahalanobis distance for color transformation errors under the standard lighting condition in model construction so that color transformation errors of all objects under various lighting condition may be treated equivalently. We show the effectiveness of our method with experiments under various lighting conditions with some refrigerators. Future works are as follow.
-Recognition of specular objects and transparent objects -Implementation of our system on the mobile robot -Experiments with the robot
